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The Directors
Sloane Mining Company Limited
Suite 520
25 Adelaide Street East .
Toronto, Ontario

Gentlemen:

The following report describes, the results of a geophysical

survey conducted over your Company's group of 24 mining claims 

located in .Tyrrell Township. Larder Lake Mining Division, Ontario. 

Tyrrell Township forms a part of what is generally referred to 

as the Shiningtree gold area and numerous gold occurrences have 

been reported at various locations throughout the township.

Pour gold showings, all associated with pyrite and pyrrhotite 

mineralization, are known on the claims group discussed herein. 

The terraine is mostly sand plane with only sparse exposures of bed 

rock and the geophysical work was carried out in an effort to locate 

anomalous conditions that might.suggest the presence of other gold 

bearing sulphide zones that could not be detected from surface 

exposures or trenching. An electromagnetic survey was carried out 

over the entire property using a Geonix EM-16 instrument. This 

survey was conducted along east-west picket lines spaced at 400- 

foot intervals. A very small portion of the claims group was checked 

with a magnetometer.

Only two conducting zones were delineated by the E.M. survey 

and neither could be classified as a strong conductor. Both strike 

in north-south directions, conforming with the regional schistosity. 

No anomalous conditions were indicated by the E.M. survey in the

immediate vicinity of the known gold occurrences, probably because 

of the siliceous nature of the zones and the low tenure of sulphide 

mineralization. All four zones however, showed magnetic readings
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averaging about three times background, undoubtedly reflecting 

the pyrrhotite content of the sulphide mineralization present. 

Several other magnetic anomalies of the same intensity were indicated 

and all conform with the north-south formational and schistosity 

strike.

It was planned to prepare a geological plan of the claims 

group in conjunction with the geophysical work, but an early perman 

ent snow-fall prevented the completion of the geological mapping. 

It is recommended that the geological work be carried out as the 

next phase of an exploration program on this claims group. Special 

attention should be paid to the areas showing the higher magnetic 

readings. The cost of preparing a geological map of this group of 

24 claims and including some prospecting work, should not exceed 

three thousand dollars. 

PROPERTY, LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property discussed in this report consists of 24 contiguous 

mining claims located in the northwest part of Tyrrell Township, 

Larder Lake Mining Division, Ontario. The claims included in the 

group are further described as follows: 3^664 to 3W71, 368991^^ 

to 368998 and 369001 to 369008 all inclusive.

Tyrrell Township is located about 60 miles west of New Liskeard 

and 60 miles south of Timmins. The area can be reached by highway 

560 from highway 11 at New Liskeard. Highway 560 extends through 

the south part of the claims group,. 42'miles west of Elk Lake. 

TOPOGRAPHY

The terraine is mostly flat sand plane with occassional low

outcrop hills and glacial morraines. The entire property with the 

exception of a few small lakes and ponds, is covered with a fairly 

dense growth of large and small timber.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

The general geology of Tyrrell Township is shown in fair 

detail on Map No. 41b, published by the Province of Ontario 

Department of Mines in 1932 , on the scale of one inch*to three 

quarters of a mile. This map was prepared to accompany a portion 

of Volume XLI Part 2, Tyrrell-Knight Area by A. R. Graham. A more 

detailed sheet in uncoloured preliminary form, Map No. P766, 

Tyrrell Township, was published by the Division of Mines of the 

Ontario Department of Natural Resources in 1972 on the scale of 

one inch to one quarter mile. Fairly lengthy descriptive notes 

accompany this latter sheet.

The rock formations underlying Tyrrell Township are all 

of precambrian age. Exposures are scattered over the entire Town 

ship but at least seventy percent of the area is covered with a 

fairly heavy mantle of glacial sand and gravel.

The western two thirds of the Township is largely under 

lain by volcanic formations including both acid and basic flows 

and associated pyroclastics. The eastern one third is predominantly 

underlain by cobalt sediments including greywacke, slate, arkose 

and conglomerate. Small areas of these sediments also occur 

within the volcanic horizon.' Pigeon Lake which probably occupies 

a fault depression, and the lineament extending south from this 

lake, mark the main contact (probably a fault) between the 

volcanic and sedimentary rocks.

A fairly large mass of Timiskamian sediments, consisting 

mostly of greywacke, arkose and conglomerate, is exposed in the 

extreme south central part of Tyrrell Township.

Numerous small plugs and dikes of feldspar porphyry intrusive
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occur throughout the volcanic and older sedimentary rocks. 

These .intrusives were believed by Graham to be related to a mass 

of granodiorite, of possible Algoman age, occurring in the south 

central part of Knight Township. This mass, which covers an 

area of about four square miles, is referred to in the Tyrrell- 

Knight Area report as the Pigeon Lake Granodiorite.

Quartz diabase dikes of Matachewan age, intrude the Keewatin, 

Timiskamian and Algoman formations. These dikes vary up to a 

few hundred feet in width, invariably strike north-south and are 

usually quite magnetic. Later Keweenawan olivine and quartz diabase 

dikes and sills are frequently encountered throughout the entire 

area and numerous sills of the quartz diabase are exposed in 

areas underlain by Cobalt sediments

Sulphide mineralization consisting of pyrite, pyrrhotite 

and some chalcopyrite is commonly associated with shearing in the 

, volcanic and older sedimentary rocks. Gold often accompanies 

narrow quartz stringers and fine quartz threads occurring with 

the sulphide mineralization. Gold has also been noted in the 

general area, associated with silicification in zones of high 

carbonate alteration and as coarse free gold in narrow quartz 

veins.

In the Tyrrell-Knight Area report, A.R. Graham expressed 

the opinion that the gold mineralization favours the areas of 

contact between the feldspar porphyry and the volcanic or older 

sedimentary formations. The feldpar porphyry often grades into 

a dark green rock consisting mostly of hornblende and feldspar 

which Graham referred to as lamprpphyre. A.R. Graham also noted 

that along with the feldpar porphyry,. this lamprophyre appears 

to be constantly associated with gold deposits in the area.
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The main system of shear zones strikes North 20 0 to 30 0 

west-', parallel to the lines of weakness in the volcanic rocks. 

The sulphide mineralization often continues along the shear 

zones for great lengths but the gold bearing zones are usually 

short and lenticular. Zones of sulphide mineralization in shearing 

have been observed up to sixty feet in .width. Graphite .is sometimes 

associated with the sulphide mineralization and Graham expressed 

the opinion that this type of mineralization could provide large 

low. grade gold bearing deposits in the general area.

Silver was noted in the Tyrr.ell-Kni-ght Townships area, 

associated with diabase sills and occurrs chiefly in narrow calcite 

stringers near the upper contact of the diabase^ The mineraliz-
i

ation consists of native silver/ niccolite, smaltite, chalcopyrite,
i *

bismuth and specular hematite. No economic deposits of silver 

have as yet been discovered in the immediate area of these town 

ships. . . , . - -

The area of the 'claims group discussed .in.,this., report, is

largely underlain by acid to slighlty basic type volcanics that 

have been intruded by dikes of granite' and feldspar, porphyry and 

later.diabase of both Matachewan and Keweenawan ,age. Some of the 

granitic intrusive; dikes have very definite.dark basic.phases. The 

rock exposures are confined almost entirely to.the southwest and 

north parts of the claims group. A considerable amount of. trenching 

has been done in the past, almost entirely in the overburdened 

parts of the property and was.apparently..done.in an effort to expose 

bedrock. Most of .them are now filled with overburden and debris 

and it is difficult.to determine whether or.not bedrock was reached. 

There is however, much evidence of strong north-south shearing on . 

the property with considerable indications of sulphide mineralization,
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

A geophysical survey consisting of electromagnetic and 

magnetometer work was conducted over the property discussed in 

this report. The surveys were carried out during the period Jfov- 

ember 8th to 19th, 1973; East-west picket lines were cut at 400- 

foot' intervals to provide control for this work. The electromagnetic 

survey was conducted over the entire claims group but the magnetic 

work was localized in the extreme south part of the property. In 

both methods, the observations were made at 100-foot intervals 

along the picket lines. The electromagnetic survey was carried 

out using a Geonix EM-16 instrument and the magnetometer survey. 

using a Sointrex MF-1 instrument. The readings were plotted on a 

plan drawn on the scale of one inch to 200 feet.

Only two anomalies were indicated by the E.M. survey and neither 

could be classified as a strong conductor. One was located in the 

extreme west central part of the property and the other in Porphyry 

Lake along the common boundary .between claims 368992 and 368993. 

No conductors were indicated in the immediate vicinity of the four 

known gold bearing sulphide zones on the claims group. This 

condition probably resulted from the high siliceous content of 

these zones and the low sulphide content which was observed to be 

from about 3 to 5 percent and sometimes less.

The magnetometer readings over these known zones averaged 

about three times background and several other zones of similar 

magnetic intensities were noted in the limited area covered by this 

geophysical method. It would now appear that the magnetic method 

would have provided more useful information than the electromagnetic 

survey results with respect to locating other low sulphide bearing
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zones on the claims group. All the magnetic anomalies as well as 

the two electromagnetic conducting zones strike in a north-south 

direction, conforming with the formational and schistosity strike 

on the property.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the writer's opinion that although there was not suff 

icient sulphide mineralization present in the zones of shearing to 

cause an E.M. conductor, there was sufficient pyrrhotite to result 

in relatively higher magnetic readings. This is indicated by the 

fact that magnetic readings averaging about three times background 

were recorded over all four of the known gold bearing sulphide zones 

on the claims group.

It is recommended that the property be mapped and prospected 

in detail. There are approximately one hundred old pits and trenches 

on the claims group and as many as possible should be cleaned and 

re-examined. Also the areas where the magnetometer showed readings 

of three times background or more should be carefully examined to 

determine the significance of these magnetic anomalies. The entire 

cost of the geological mapping and prospecting work should not 

exceed three thousand dollars.

Respectfully submitted,

"James D. McCajmeJLl, P.Eng., 
Consultii

Toronto, Ontario 
January 14, 1974.

J. D.
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